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This folder is specifically the exhibitors of the 24th Rehabilitation World Congress in Aarhus, Denmark.

We want congress participants from all over the world to meet and to be inspired by the trends and future potential of rehab technology partners at all levels.

We see exhibitors as important stakeholders within the global rehabilitation agenda. Rehab technology is a growing resource of professional perspectives, supporting individuals and families, and moving societies to count all citizens in.

www.RIWorldCongress2020.com

/RIWorldCongress2020
The exhibition area(s) will include one or several presentation stages for congress activities. Like the rest of the congress program, exhibition announcements will be available on smartphones and tablets.

One exhibitor – or branch of producers – may plan for a special session on “Neurorehabilitation and the Outcome of New Technology. Or “Accessible Cities”. Or “Smart and Safe Homes”. Or something fourth...

One exhibitor – or branch of producers – may get together for an open debate on how to participate with clients in developing new technology.

6 ideas for exhibitors to work on...

#01

#02

#03
Exhibitors may get together for the arrangement of technology focused events at the University, Colleges, Health and Social Institutions, and in the City of Aarhus. Wheel Chair Races, Access for All Competitions, Demonstrations of Innovative Technology in City Busses etc...

Exhibitors may want to support the visit of key note speakers, or highlight presentations during the program with particular technology or industrial content.

Exhibitors and their international networks will be able to advice, participate and inspire the Exhibition and Technology Team.
JOIN US:

www.RIWorldCongress2020.com
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